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Small aerial robots are limited to short mission times because aerodynamic

and energy conversion efficiency diminish with scale. Oneway to extendmis-

sion times is to perch, as biological flyers do. Beyond perching, small robot

flyers benefit from manoeuvring on surfaces for a diverse set of tasks, includ-

ing exploration, inspection and collection of samples. These opportunities

have prompted an interest in bimodal aerial and surface locomotion on both

engineered and natural surfaces. To accomplish such novel robot behaviours,

recent efforts have included advancing our understanding of the aero-

dynamics of surface approach and take-off, the contact dynamics of perching

and attachment and making surface locomotion more efficient and robust.

While current aerial robots show promise, flying animals, including insects,

bats and birds, far surpass them in versatility, reliability and robustness. The

maximal size of both perching animals and robots is limited by scaling laws

for both adhesion and claw-based surface attachment. Biomechanists can use

the current variety of specialized robots as inspiration for probing unknown

aspects of bimodal animal locomotion. Similarly, the pitch-up landing

manoeuvres and surface attachment techniques of animals can offer an evol-

utionary design guide for developing robots that perch on more diverse and

complex surfaces.

1. Introduction
In contrast to flying robots, animals can land on and take off from a diverse range

of complex natural and engineered surfaces. Further, generalist birds, bats and

many flying insects can fly for much longer than small aerial robots [1,2]. Regard-

less, flying animals and robots need to land frequently if they cannot acquire

energy mid-flight. This requirement is especially important for small flying

robots as compared to larger aircraft, because energy efficiencies associated

with aerodynamics and on-board energy conversion greatly reduce with size.

This helps explain why current aerial robots are typically limited to mission

times of about half an hour [2].

The smaller the flyer, the lower its aerodynamic efficiency, which decreases

with the Reynolds number (Re). For small animals and robots, Re � 68 000 �UL,
in which U is the flight velocity, L is the chord length and 68 000 is calculated by

taking the inverse of the kinematic viscosity of air at sea level [3]. The velocity

of a flyer in equilibrium diminishes with size, because velocity is proportional

to the square-root of weight divided by wing surface area, V �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
W=S

p
� L0:5,

the square-root of length [4]. Consequently, as flyers get smaller and are thus

slower, they have to operate at lower Reynolds numbers. Low Reynolds numbers

not only reduce themaximal lift coefficient,CL, they also increase theminimal drag

coefficient, CD, because of complex flow separation phenomena associated with

lowReynolds number effects [5,6]. These effects reduce the aerodynamic efficiency

of small wings, in particular the glide ratio CL/CD, which determines flight dis-

tance, and the power factor C1:5
L =CD, which determines flight time [5,7]. For

example, the lift to drag ratio of a well performing aerofoil of a wing operating

at Re � 106 (e.g. Liebeck L 1003) is about ten-times higher than that of a pigeon

at Re � 50 000 and 30 times that of a dragonfly wing at Re � 5000 [8,9]. These
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scale effects reduce the aerodynamic efficiency of animals and

aerial robots similarly.

Energy storage and conversion also suffer at small scales.

Small robots typically have to rely on electric motors powered

by batteries, because scaling effects greatly reduce the efficiency

of small gas engines and turbines [10]. The poor performance of

fuel-based energy conversion stems from unstable combustion

in small volumes, higher friction and heat loss, and sealing and

manufacturing issues [10]. However, batteries have a much

lower specific energy density (up to approx. 0.150 kWh kg21

[11]) than large aircraft fuels (approx. 12 kWh kg21 [12]) and

the fat of animals (approx. 11 kWh kg21 [13]). Even with

energy conversion efficiencies of 90% for most electric motors

[14], 20% for large engines [14] and 5–20% for animals

[15,16], both large fuel-powered vehicles and animals have

a much larger flight range and duration than electrically

powered robots.

Current small flying robots are useful for inspection,

imaging, surveillance and communication, provided these

missions can be split-up in short cycles to accommodate

the limited flight time. Furthermore, they need to fly suffi-

ciently high to avoid collision with myriad obstacles in the

near-ground environment, unless they can mitigate collisions

[17]. The utility of aerial robots will be much improved, and

their mission extended, if they can perch and locomote

on these obstacles to collect physical samples and sense at

lower energetic cost [18]. For similar reasons, animals locomote

on the regular patterned surfaces of urban environments and

the complex surfaces of the natural environment to exploit

these habitats. In contrast, robots are missing both the

autonomy and bimodal terrestrial and aerial locomotory

apparatus needed to succeed in these conditions [18]. Whereas

autonomy is an ultimate requirement, the first step is the devel-

opment of a new class of bimodal robots to embody such

navigational capabilities.

All aerial animals locomote by combining terrestrial, arbor-

eal or aquatic locomotion with flight, because of the necessity

to return to the Earth to feed, rest and reproduce. The diversity

in effective biological solutions offers ‘out of the box’ design

inspiration for roboticists [19–21]. The fundamental physical

mechanism that facilitates these bioinspired solutions is evol-

ution. Over millions of years, through the process of natural

selection, animal ‘designs’ have been refined to increase their

fitness, their ability to survive and reproduce in the face of an

uncertain and complex environment [22]. A universal solution

is animal locomotion, which facilitates resource retrieval,

security and habitat location [23–25]. However, no animal

morphology can be presumed to be optimal for locomotion

in an engineering sense, because animals have additional con-

straints for survival and species preservation, including eating,

digestion and mating [26]. Understanding the biomechanical

basis of animal locomotion principles, sometimes referred to

as ‘bio-understanding’ [27], is thus essential for harnessing

future aerial robots with the extraordinary abilities of flying

animals. Biomechanical trends in locomotion, body plan

and surface attachment solutions emerge when function is

compared across the diversity of organismal solutions. An inte-

grated overview of the current state of bimodal aerial robotics

and animal mechanics might thus provide a particularly

valuable resource for new design inspiration [28–31].

Here, we review the present state of aerial bimodal robotics

and our comparative biomechanical understanding of aerial

animals that land and take off from solid surfaces. The key

locomotion phases are: landing, surface attachment, terrestrial

locomotion, surface detachment and take-off (figure 2).

Each has specific, as well as interrelated, constraints. A given

animal or robot may employ different solutions for each of

them, tailored to the properties of the contact surfaces with

which it interacts. The diverse biological solutions are orga-

nized based on how the flight dynamics, the surface grip

mechanism and the physical surface properties scale. To

understand how the surface contact requirements drive bimo-

dal solutions, we first survey and characterize the diverse

engineered and biological surfaces available for bimodal loco-

motion. We then review bimodal animal locomotion and

existing aerial robotics realizations of landing and attachment,

surface locomotion and take-off. Next these biological and

engineering solutions are contrasted across scale to identify

differences driven by scaling laws. Finally, we summarize the

current research approaches in comparative biomechanics

and bimodal robotics to determine opportunities for future

crossover—to show how bio-understanding could transform

the ability of robots to succeed at the interface of flight and

surface locomotion.

2. Diversity of natural and engineered surfaces
The physical properties and topography of surfaces range

from the hard, smooth, regularly patterned surfaces of glass

or concrete to the soft, highly textured, irregular surfaces of

trees (figure 1). These surface characteristics have a direct

effect on suitable attachment strategies. As such, it is impor-

tant to distinguish between macroscopic and microscopic

surface architecture with respect to the length scale of the

attachment mechanism. We describe the macroscopic shape

through surface orientation or surface angle and the micro-

scopic shape through rugosity of the surface features.

Rugosity is related to fractal dimension [38,39] for irregular

surfaces and is defined as Ar/Ag, where Ar is the real area

of contact considering microscopic undulations, and Ag is

the apparent or projected geometric surface area at the

length scale of the region of attachment. For example, rela-

tively smooth, low rugosity surfaces are conducive to using

suction for attachment while textured, high rugosity surfaces

are suited to claws. A related geometric parameter, La/Rs,

depends on the magnitude of the local surface radius of cur-

vature, Rs, compared to the characteristic length, La, of the

attachment mechanism or appendage. For birds or insects

grasping a small branch, La/Rs . 1, which allows an envelop-

ing grasp. When landing on a smooth, flat wall, La/Rs ! 0,

which requires the use of some adhesive strategy such as

dry or wet adhesion or suction. This difference, in turn, has

implications for the landing strategy. An enveloping grasp

on a small branch is tolerant of misalignment; moreover,

the branch is likely to be compliant so that a broad range of

incoming directions and velocities are possible. Conversely,

when attaching to a hard, flat wall with adhesives, it is

important to conform intimately to the wall surface to pre-

vent local stress concentrations and adhesive failure. At the

same time, flat walls often provide significant aerodynamic

‘ground effects’, which the biological or robotic flyer needs

to adapt to, or exploit, to reduce velocity and align itself to

the surface [40,41].

Much research on perching aerial robots has focused on

operating in towns and cities because there are many aerial
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robot applications in urban areas, such as inspection [18].

Human-made structures are typically designed for efficient

cost-effective large-scale manufacturing and as a result, they

are generally regular and uniformly patterned. Many of these

surfaces are vertically oriented and hard, and a subset, includ-

ing glass and metal surfaces, have a very low rugosity.

Attachment of robots and animals to these surfaces requires

close surface proximity using an adhesive pad or a suction

seal (figure 3c,g,k,l,p) [42–50]. Other relatively hard and verti-

cally oriented surfaces include brick, concrete and stucco

withmany asperities formed by holes and bumps,which facili-

tate the use of spines (figure 3b,f,j,o) [18,41,51–54]. In addition,

urban areas feature many poles, pipes, posts and power lines.

These cylindrical shapes have predictable surface properties

that can be approached and grasped from a wide range of

angles (figure 3a,e,i,n) [55–59].
Outside of cities, much of the Earth’s land surface is cov-

ered by the irregular structures of the natural world. Some

inanimate objects found in natural habitats, such as rocks,

have physical properties that are similar to the rough outer sur-

faces of buildings but with more variable angles. However,

many landing sites of interest also include living organisms,

such as trees, ground vegetation and animals. These surfaces

are typically softer than the surfaces of the engineered world

and span all angles (figure 1). Exploiting the principles of

claws, van der Waals forces and wet adhesion, animals have

evolved to generate the required attachment forces (figure 2)

[60–68]. This enables animals to negotiate and exploit complex

surfaces with a combination of effective aerial approaches, con-

tact strategies, surface locomotion techniques and take-off

manoeuvres of which the dynamics are not well understood

[1,69–85]. By contrast, aerial robots are just starting to implement

some of these successful perching and locomotion strategies.

3. Air– surface transitions in flying animals
Animals have evolved a wide range of mechanisms and tech-

niques for manoeuvring towards, landing on, moving on and

taking off from irregular surfaces (figure 2). These differences

are associated with animal size and aerodynamic control

authority [1,86]. Unlike in robotics, where we often find sep-

arate mechanisms for flight and locomotion, the bimodal

systems of organisms are more integrated. For example, the

wings of powered fliers (birds, bats and insects) tuck by the

side of the body so as not to inhibit surface locomotion. In

some animals, these systems are even coupled. For example,

some bats, squirrels and frogs use the same appendages for

gliding as for surface attachment and locomotion [71,73–

75,87]. To create flight trajectories, aerial animals rely on

fusion of multiple sensory modalities with the visual

system. Animals typically orient their body to be close to par-

allel with the surface just before touchdown to slow down

and facilitate attachment. The attachment strategy of aerial

animals involves a selection or combination of claws and

adhesive pads, and their jointed appendages allow for
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Figure 1. An overview of the range of engineered and natural surfaces that flying animals and robots can encounter for landing, locomotion and take-off. The target
surfaces include cables, building walls and windows, the metallic surfaces of cars, the bark of tree trunks and branches, animal skin and ground vegetation. Engin-
eered surfaces typically have regular surface angles, high surface hardness and low roughness. Natural surfaces typically have irregular surface angles, relatively low
surface hardness and high roughness. Accordingly, each surface is labelled with the surface name, range of typical surface orientations, approximate surface hardness
using the Brinell hardness scale, and a classification of the approximate surface rugosity. The surface orientation determines the range of angles at which an animal
or robot can approach and perch on a landing target. The Brinell hardness, HB, determines the ability of a claw to grip onto the surface by deforming it. Surface
rugosity is a measure of the surface roughness that determines the ability of a claw to grip onto the surface without indentation. It is quantified by the ratio of the
three-dimensional surface area to the two-dimensional projected surface area with respect to the characteristic (average) normal direction of the three-dimensional
surface. Brinell hardness values from: [32–37]. (Left background photograph: courtesy of Monica Bond.)
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adapting to surface features for locomotion. Many animals

jump to take-off while others drop from their perches.

Whereas the morphological adaptations of these systems in

small animals with an exoskeleton, such as insects and spi-

ders (Arthropoda), differ from larger animals with an

internal skeleton, such as birds, bats, mammals, reptiles

and amphibians (Chordata) [1,88], the flight control systems

of all animals are well adapted for bimodal locomotion

(figure 2).

Powered flyers, birds, bats and many insects, manoeuvre

in the air by generating lift and thrust with their flapping

wings (figure 2, blue and teal coloured animals) [23]. Without

functional flapping wings, gliders must steer towards landing

targets with their limbs or extended skin surfaces (figure 2,

green and purple coloured animals) [89]. As a result, these ani-

mals typically approach a landing target at relatively higher

speeds than powered flyers do. Gliders that use their limbs

and body to direct their descent include many arthropods,

such as some spiders and wingless hexapods [90–94]. Gliding

vertebrates, including flying squirrels, colugos, snakes, lizards

and frogs, use their extended aerodynamic surfaces to navigate

in the air [71,74–79]. Flying squirrels and colugos employ their

patagium, the skin connecting the feet to the hands, for man-

oeuvring [71,74,75]. Snakes, as well as lizards of the genus

Draco, extend their ribs to achieve a higher glide ratio [76,79].

Geckos use their body and extra skin flaps for aerial control,

and frogs rely heavily on their feet for aerial manoeuvres

[77,89,95,96].

All of these animals depend on their eyes for situational

awareness and navigation [69,70,82–84,97], which is enhanced

by echolocation in many bats and some cave dwelling birds

[98,99]. The majority of the flying animals rely thus on vision

to land on a surface, and their visual feedback allows them to

slow before perching. The widely used theory to describe this

bird

mammal

insect

surface
locomotion

detachment and
 take-offlanding

claws

snake

lizard

bat

contact
surface

attachment

peg-like
projections +
adhesive pads

claws/spines +
adhesive pads

frog

enclosing

Figure 2. Biological solutions for landing, locomotion and take-off on highly irregular surfaces are diverse and depend on scale and flight adaptation. Powered
flyers, shown in blue and teal colours, are able to use their wings to control their landing location with high precision while gliders, shown in purple and green
colours, must land reliably at relatively higher velocities. Most animals pitch up to land on vertical surfaces, although bats are unusual in that they frequently invert
to land upside-down. Larger animals predominantly use claws for attachment on vertical surfaces. Smaller animals typically use a combination of spines and
adhesive pads. Frogs are unusual in that they typically land on leaves and stick to these smooth surfaces with wet adhesion. The flexibility of leaves dampens
their impact. Flying snakes are also highly specialized and perch by wrapping their body around a landing branch. These animals all benefit from many joints that
enable their bodies to adapt, comply and absorb energy upon landing. For take-off, most animals push-off from the surface with their legs or bodies. By contrast,
bats usually hang upside-down and simply initiate their flight by dropping. (Animal drawings: Margarethe Roderick.)
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slowing in diurnal animals is called Tau Theory [97]. Tau is

defined as t W x= _x, where x and _x are the distance to landing

and its derivative with respect to time; t thus approximates

the time to contact. Several birds, including pigeons and hum-

mingbirds, have been shown to keep the time derivative of t

approximately constant during the approach [69,70]. Similarly,

insects, including flies and bees, have been shown to use image

expansion and optic flow on the retina to trigger deceleration,

though with less precision [82–84].

Upon landing, aerial animals must absorb the impact on

the surface, which may vary in orientation and compliance

(figure 2, contact). Some finches and doves, for example, have

been shown to use their wingbeats to absorb 3–10 times the

energy absorbed by the legs while landing [100]. Many of

these animals pitch upwards to reduce their speed before land-

ing on vertical surfaces, such as tree trunks [1,71,74,78–81,85].

This technique is found in awide range of animals from insects

to mammals, though it is more quantified in larger animals.

Colugos, for example, are able to reduce their velocity by

approximately to 60% (to 4 m s21) using pitch-up manoeuvres

[71,78]. Birds, flying squirrels and gliding lizards of the genus

Draco have also been found to pitch up for rapid deceleration

prior to landing [1,74,79–81]. By contrast, bees perform a

pitch-up slow hover manoeuvre just before touchdown,

though some small insects, such as flies, fly directly into the

surface without substantial deceleration before contact [1,85].

Flying animals can also land (and sometimes must land) on

the approximately cylindrical surfaces of branches, the angled

tops of leaves, or inclined ceilings of caves. Branches and veg-

etation are popular landing sites for many gliders because

they require less complex landing manoeuvres as the need to

reduce speed is inversely proportional to surface compliance.

For example, it is not known whether gliding snakes can land

on vertical surfaces, but they have been observed landing on

branches [76]. Some gliding rainforest frogs land on large

leaves, which absorb some of the falling energy [87]. On the

other hand, upside-down landings require special manoeuvres.

To perch on branches or in caves, bats perform a head-under-

heels manoeuvre, using their wings to change their moments

of inertia to improve their flight control [73,101]. Similarly,

some insects, including flies, ascend vertically when landing

on overhung surfaces, and rotate the lower part of their body

up upon impact [102].

For surface attachment, aerial arthropods and vertebrates

generally use a selection or combination of adhesive pads or

directional claws (or spines; figure 2, surface attachment) [86].

The underlying physics of these techniques include dry

adhesion, wet adhesion or suction, interlocking, friction and

grasping, [68,86]. The differences between and the effectiveness

of all attachment strategies depend in large part on the rugosity.

Adhesion relies on close contact with the surface for stable

attachment, therefore, it is suitable for low rugosity surfaces

[86]. Wet adhesion uses capillary forces for attachment, while

dry adhesion relies on van der Waals attractive forces from

hairs as a result of the high surface contact area [103–105].

Van der Waals adhesion has a higher theoretical interfacial

strength [105]; however, wet adhesion can fill small irregulari-

ties with fluid [105], which is beneficial, because dry adhesion

is less effective when a large number of small irregularities

reduce the number of contact points. Many animals with

adhesive pads use microscopic hairs that can adapt to irregula-

rities [105]. At a larger scale, claws and spines allow for

interlocking or grasping depending on relative clawand feature

size. Interlocking occurs when the attachment mechanism

engages mechanically with the surface, allowing for high

shear forces [68,106]. This phenomenon can occur on high

rugosity surfaces or on soft surfaces where the claws can pro-

duce local deformation. Grasping or wrapping allows for

friction controllability via internal forces, which do not affect

the external force balance [107]. This kind of attachment distri-

butes stress over the grasped area rather than at concentrated

points and can occur on high rugosity surfaces with curvatures

La/Rs much greater than 1. Lastly, friction can occur whenever

surfaces slide relative to each other.

The specific attachment techniques of animals differ

depending on the lineage. Many aerial vertebrates, with a few

exceptions, rely on hands and/or feet with claws for surface

attachment. Furthermore, many perching birds and bats have

specialized mechanisms in the feet to remain perched with

low energy cost [60,61]. Smaller animals, including insects,

geckos and frogs, typically use a combination of claws, spines

or similar mechanisms along with adhesive pads. For example,

claws have also been shown to be critical for navigating rough

surfaces in beetles and geckos [62–64]. Similarly, frogs may use

the specialized peg-like projections on their toes for interlocking

on rough surfaces [68]. Adhesive pads are common among

insects, geckos, skinks and tree frogs [65,66]. These pads can

be categorized into smooth and hairy (fibrillar) pads as well

as wet and dry adhesives [67]. Frogs, for example, use toe

pads with mucous glands for wet adhesion [68]. The capillarity

of the wet adhesion also introduces suction on smooth surfaces

[68]. For many insects, both smooth and hairy pads excrete

fluids for wet adhesion [108–111]. Other insects, spiders and

geckos use hairy dry adhesive pads, which do not produce

secretions [23,109,112–115]. The small hairs on foot pads are

designed to self-clean, control detachment and increase

adhesion [105]. Exceptions to these attachment trends include

some bats and snakes. Certain bats, relatively large powered

flyers, use wet adhesion to roost under leaves [61,116]. Snakes

are unusual in that they use their flexible bodies to wrap

around structures upon landing [76].

For movement on surfaces, aerial animals typically use

their jointed appendages (legs, feet, arms, hands), with the

exception of snakes (figure 2, surface locomotion) [23]. Surface

navigation can be quasi-static or dynamic, and animals fre-

quently adopt different gaits depending on the speed and

irregularity of surfaces [23]. For example, flying squirrels can

walk, bound and leap while moving on trees [117]. As another

example, many birds navigate trees by hopping while foraging

[118–122]. Many insects use an alternating tripod gait while

climbing, with similar force patterns to those found in geckos

[123]. While surface detachment has not been studied in

great detail, many of these animals unload their directional

attachment or peel their feet and hands from the surface to

disengage [86]. For claws, animals open their hands to release

the force holding the claws in contact with the surface.

Some adhesive pads are also directional, which allows them

to be detached by applying force in the non-preferred direc-

tion [124]. Other adhesive pads are typically controllable by

concentrating stress for detachment [86].

When taking off, many gliding and powered flight animals

use their appendages to significantly push-off from the sub-

strate [71,72] (figure 2, take-off). This behaviour offsets the

more energy demanding cost of flight and helps keep extended

body parts from hitting surfaces. It helps gliders, in particular,

because it enables them to reach flight speed more quickly. For
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example, colugos take off with a force equivalent to four-times

body weight [71]. Finches and doves can produce forces in

their legs that contribute at their peak to 77% and 85% of the

whole-body accelerations, respectively [72]. Some animals

capable of hovering, such as hummingbirds and swifts, rely

more heavily on their wings rather than their legs for take-off

or else drop from their perch [125]. Because bats roost

upside-down, these animals are unusual in that they do not

necessarily need to use additional leg forces to take off [101].

4. Air– surface transitions in aerial robots
While many robots can perform individual modes of locomo-

tion reliably, transitions between modes remain a challenge. In

the past few years, several robots have been developed that can

perform aerial approaches, landings, surface locomotion

and take-offs [18,41–59]. The simplest case of landing and

locomotion is interacting with flat, horizontal ground. In

these cases, robots have used wheels [126,127], cylindrical or

spherical exoskeletons [17,128–130], or leg-like mechanisms

[131–138] for locomotion. However, for the highly irregular

or steep surfaces abundant on the Earth, new techniques

have had to be developed. In landing on surfaces from a

range of angles, current robots pitch up, approach directly, or

invert themselves before landing. Under such conditions,

aerial robots must exert substantial forces to remain attached

or navigate along the surface. Surface attachment solutions

include grasping, claws, adhesive pads and suction [18,41–59].

Some prototypes have begun to navigate surfaces with these

techniques [41,44,139–141]. Take-off typically depends on the

landing approach. So far, much research has focused on specific

transitions or capabilities because for many applications of

human interest only a subset of the touchdown to take-off pro-

cess is required. Accordingly, there are two key foci: (i) aerial

approach and take-off and (ii) surface contact and locomotion.

4.1. Landing and take-off in aerial robots
The landing and take-off manoeuvres of aerial robots on steep

and inclined surfaces are highly interdependent. Landings of

present aerial robots typically involve one of threemanoeuvres:

pitch-up, direct approach or inversion (figure 3) [18,41–59].

Each manoeuvre has specific trade-offs in required situational

awareness, aerodynamic control and force on the attachment

mechanism to enable landing and perching. Take-off has not

been as widely studied and is generally designed based on

the landing strategy.

Pitch-up manoeuvres require precise situational awareness

and control but are typically associated with lower forces on

the attachment mechanism (figure 3a–d). In similar ways as

for animals, robot pitch-up manoeuvres reduce speed and can

expose the landing gear to the surface for landing. However,

this high angle of attack reduces control because translating

wings will stall [57,148]. Thus, the timing of the pitch-up

manoeuvre is critical [51,57]: too soon and the robot will fall,

too late and it will crash into the surface. Pitch-up manoeuvres

remain a challenge in part because current analytical aero-

dynamic techniques cannot predict the force fluctuations

during these manoeuvres reliably [149,150]. Furthermore, stan-

dard solid wings offer less manoeuvrability than morphing

wings, like those of animals [151–155]. As a result, many dem-

onstrations of pitch-up manoeuvres with physical prototypes,

both with fixed wings and quadrotors, have relied on motion

capture systems for absolute situational awareness. These

systems have been used for experiments to empirically generate

the required control for trajectory planning (figure 3a) [57,156]
and can give continuous position feedback (figure 3c)
[142,143,157–162]. The few robots that have not required a

motion capture system use sensors to detect a wall and initiate

a pitch-up manoeuvre (figure 3b,c) [18,51,52,163]. To compen-

sate for the lack of situational awareness using on-board

sensing, some of the work in this field has been focused on

how to recover from a failure [144,164]. Despite the strict control

requirement, pitch-up manoeuvres offer design advantages for

surface attachment. In a pitched up configuration, the robot can

align its structure more closely to the surface, which minimizes

the destabilizing pitch-back moment from the centre of mass

with respect to the surface contact points (figure 3b,c)
[18,43,51,52,142–144,159].

Many robots mitigate the challenges of dynamic pitch-up

manoeuvres by using direct approaches, including horizontal,

vertical or inverted approaches towards engineered surfaces.

This reduces the required situational awareness and controlla-

bility of the robot, but results in a large pitch-back moment

that needs to be addressed. The robots that perform these

manoeuvres can typically hover or have a specialized suspen-

sion system to mitigate impact. Rotor-based vehicles are

particularly well suited for vertical approaches, as they can ver-

tically descend to land on cylinders (figure 3e) [55,58,165–167]
or ascend to ceilings (figure 3f–h) [50,53,145,146]. In this

configuration, robots must sustain a small pitch-back moment.

By contrast, horizontal approach manoeuvres, for both fixed

wings and rotor-based robots require the contact mechanism

to hold while the robot is cantilevered, unless the robot

aligns its structure near to the surface (figure 3i–m) [44,46–48,

54,59,147]. Some quadrotors align themselves with the surface

bypivoting nose-down (figure 3o–q) [41,49,53,140,141] or drop-
ping below (figure 3n) [58] into an inverted configuration. The

extra thrust from the rotors in the nose-down configuration

can facilitate engagement of the attachment mechanism. How-

ever, this method does not work as effectively on non-vertical

inclines and more complex surfaces.

In contrast to landing, take-off is rarely discussed in detail in

the robotics literature. The take-off strategies of present aerial

robots aremostly derived from the landing and contact strategy

used. There are three main design considerations when taking

off. Firstly, if the attachment is not directional, the robot must

expend additional effort to disengage. Typically, disengage-

ment involves reversing the attachment mechanism. Secondly,

if the robot cannot hover, it needs to reach some speed by jump-

ing or diving before flight can commence. Thirdly, robots must

avoid hitting the surface too hard during take-off. Despite these

constraints, present detachment mechanisms and rotor propul-

sion systems have proved to be quite successful for take-off

from engineered surfaces. As a result, robots that pitch up to

perch also pitch back to fly away (figure 3b) [18,51,52], while

robots that make direct approaches also use direct take-offs

(figure 3e–h) [47,54,139], and most aerial robots that perch in

the inverted orientation pitch back into their stable flight

configuration (figure 3o,p) [41].

4.2. Surface contact and locomotion in aerial robots
While landing and take-off depend primarily on the aerial plat-

form, surface contact and locomotion mechanisms in bimodal

aerial robots are generally highly specialized for the target
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surface type. These techniques include grasping for cylinders,

claws and spines for rough surfaces, adhesive pads and suction

of smooth surfaces, and additional miscellaneous strategies

including electrostatic adhesion, aerodynamic suction and

glue. Unlike in animals, there are few robots that have mechan-

isms to absorb the energy of impact other than with their

structure [54,168]. None of these robots comes close to the bi-

modal locomotion capability of flying animals, which succeed

on a more diverse suite of engineered and natural surfaces.

Enclosed grasping, or wrapping, has been a popular

method used for attaching to relatively small cylindrical

objects, such as cylinders, pipes and beams with La/Rs . 1

(figure 3e) [55,56]. These surfaces can be gripped from any

direction, and allow for slight misalignment on contact.

Many enclosed grasping mechanisms use jointed or compli-

ant fingers [55,56,169–175], though others involve simply

hooking and hanging (figure 3a,n) [58]. By contrast, one unu-

sual modular snake-like robot wraps its entire body around

cylinders upon contact (figure 3i) [59].
The most widely used attachment techniques for

attaching to surfaces with macroscopic features (La/Rs � 1),

including stucco, concrete and wood, are claws and spines

(figure 3b,f,j,o) [18,41,51–54]. Claws and spines can either use

existing geometry or create local features by deforming the

surface. Examples include claws that can catch on asperities

and protrusions [18,41,51–53]. Using arrays of these micro-

spines to share the load can improve the reliability of

perching [18,41,51–53]. Spines have also been shown to

enable soft surface penetration for passive, reliable attachment

[54]. In both cases, these mechanisms can sustain high shear

loads in combination with modest out of plane loads (normal

to the surface).

Dry fibrillar adhesives and suction cups are frequently

used for attachment on low rugosity surfaces, such as glass

or polished metal (figure 3c,g,k,l,p) [43–50,176]. Fibrillar

adhesives, inspired by the setae of gecko toes, are well suited

to both porous and non-porous materials because of their

reliance on van der Waals forces [176]. The molecular inter-

action arising from van der Waals forces supports large shear

forces in addition to some normal adhesion [176]. These attri-

butes make these adhesives appropriate for vertical and

steeply inclined surfaces (figure 3c,k,l) [42–47]. Suction cups

forming seals have been demonstrated to work for smooth,

non-porous surfaces (figure 3g,p) [48–50] and require reliable

vacuum pumps for continued attachment.

Additional techniques employed by aerial robots for

maintaining proximity to a surface include electrostatic

adhesion, aerodynamic suction, magnetism and glue.

glue

cylinder
grasping and hanging

smooth surface
sticking with adhesives

 or suction
rough surface

clinging with spines
other

(attachment noted)

pitch up

(a) (b) (c) (d )

(i) ( l)

(o) (p) (q)

direct
ascent/descent

direct
horizontal

inversion

electrostatic adhesion

soft surface claws

aerodynamics

La

Rs

< 1
La

Rs

∼ 1
La

Rs

> 1

(h)(g)

(k) (m)

( f )(e)

( j )

(n)

Figure 3. Existing robots that can land on, locomote around and take off from simple structured surfaces. The robots are organized by their aerial approach
manoeuvre (vertical) and their surface attachment technique (horizontal). The aerial manoeuvres include pitch-up, direct ascent or descent, direct horizontal
approach and inversion. Each manoeuvre has a specific required situational awareness, control and force sustained by the attachment mechanism. The different
platforms are also organized by their ability to land from hovering: rotary robots in red, flapping robots in yellow, fixed wing robots in orange (other platforms
in grey). A diverse set of approaches have been demonstrated to work for different structured surfaces, which include: cylinder grasping and hanging with La/Ls . 1,
rough surface clinging using claws or spines with La/Ls � 1, and smooth surface sticking using adhesives or suction with La/Ls , 1. Other specialized attachment
techniques for specific surfaces include claws for soft surfaces, electrostatic adhesion, glue, as well as aerodynamic suction. The corresponding specific locomotion and
take-off solutions depend on the aerial approach and attachment mechanism selected. These constraints limit the bimodal locomotion ability of these robots in
specific ways, unlike the more generalist and flexible solutions found in nature. Models based on: [18,41,43,44,46–55,57–59,139–147].
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Electrostatic adhesion works well for a range of surfaces, but

requires continuous power for attachment (figure 3h) [145].
Quadrotors that are aligned with the surface can also use

their thrust to remain in contact, which also requires continu-

ous power (figure 3q) [140]. This aerodynamic contact

mechanism can also be used to regain contact upon slipping

[41]. In addition, magnets offer reliable attachment, but only

on magnetic surfaces [146,160,161]. Glue, such as rat trap

glue, has been demonstrated as a reliable adhesive on a

wide range of surfaces, but does not offer reliable detachment

(figure 3m) [147].

While there is a wide range of robotic solutions for ascend-

ing specific surfaces, only a few have been demonstrated

with aerial robots. For example, some climbing robots have

rolled up walls using fibrillar adhesives [177,178] and

pressure-sensitive adhesives [179] while others have used a

stepping motion with spines [180]. Similarly, linkage-based

and rolling locomotion have been the primary methods of

movement for aerial robots on regular vertical and overhung

surfaces. A central requirement for surface locomotion on

steep surfaces is reliable attachment and detachment with

each increment of motion. Repeated stepping robots with

directional attachment mechanisms are specialized for climb-

ing on flat surface types, ranging from high rugosity to

smooth surfaces (figure 3d,l,o) [41,44,139]; rolling robots can

use differential rotor thrust to navigate on wheels over a

range of surface rugosities (figure 3q) [140,141].

5. Principles for bimodal robot design inspired
by animal trends

5.1. Scaling implications for flying animals and
perching robots

In comparing flying animals and robots, scaling trends

emerge with implications for improving aerial design, struc-

ture and surface attachment strategies as a function of size.

Specifically, aerodynamic control is closely associated with

mass and wingspan combinations; larger structures must

withstand larger resting stresses [23]. Accordingly, larger ani-

mals tend to rely more heavily on claws in contrast to insects,

which rely on the combination of claws and an adhesive pad

[86]. Figure 4 plots wingspan as a function of mass for differ-

ent aerial systems (distinguished by colour) and attachment

mechanism (distinguished by shape). A trend line empha-

sizes the utility of scaling to explain the cubic variation of

mass with wingspan, as would be expected if all dimensions

were increased proportionately. Whereas animals usually

deviate from isometry within groups, trend lines that include

multiple groups tend to follow isometric trends more closely

[23]. Rotorcraft and gliding animals are typically heavier for

their wingspan than fixed wing robots and active flying

animals. Among these flyers, active flying animals and

rotor-based robots can generally control their landing more

precisely across a wide range of surfaces and orientations.

10–2

103

102

10

10–1 1 10 102 103

mass (g)

trendline: wingspan = 90 ∗ mass1/3

wingspan (mm)

surface attachment
claws

adhesive pads

claws and adhesive pads

other

suction

R2 = 0.9 for powered flyers

Figure 4. Surface attachment solutions in animals and robots as a function of wingspan versus mass. Animal groups (open symbols) and aerial robots (filled
symbols) are distinguished by colour, while attachment mechanism is distinguished by symbol shape. The trend line shows the utility of scaling to explain
the cubic variation in mass with wingspan, which has profound implications for the structural and aerodynamic constraints on animals and robots. The plot
also shows how the preferred attachment solution depends on scale accordingly. A great divide in attachment strategy exists between insects and vertebrates,
which corresponds with the differences in skeletal structure. The reason adhesive pads did not evolve in larger animals is unclear at present, though this
divide may stem from the relatively greater utility of claws for larger fliers. The robot data suggest that the customization of robots for specific applications,
attachment strategies and surfaces has allowed them to be more variable in size and mass. The definition of wingspan is as follows: for flapping and fixed
wing flyers it is the tip to tip distance, for rotorcraft it is the distance between the outer rotors, for lizards, snakes and amphibians it is the width between
the outermost positions of their appendages. Data were listed or estimated from [4,74,77,79,95,181–185] and given by Jim McGuire for the Draco lizards.
(Animal drawings: Margarethe Roderick.)
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Scaling principles also put constraints on body structure

[186]. Assuming isometric scaling, ‘tiny’ exoskeletons canwith-

standmuch larger loadings than ‘big’ animal skeletons or robot

structures can when measured as multiples of body weight

[23]. Thus, larger animals must land more carefully. To com-

pensate, larger animals bend their joints less, which reduces

the stress from the applied moments [23]. The requirement to

adapt as a function of scale generally holds when comparing

‘tiny’ with ‘big’ scales. Certain flies can fly straight into a sur-

face to secure adhesion [102], while birds must land with

high precision to avoid injury (figure 4) [1]. This trend has

also been found in robots with respect to their landing

manoeuvres [187]. The smallest perching aerial robots require

very little sensing and can rely on passive [188] ormechanically

triggered mechanisms to safely interact with surfaces [187].

Larger robots typically use a complex control system (either a

human pilot or a motion capture system) to avoid crashing.

Size and mass relationships have a large effect on surface

attachment strategies and may explain why larger animals

depend primarily on claws while small animals frequently

use spines and adhesive pads. The overall division between

insects and vertebrates is apparent in figure 4. Both dry and

wet adhesion techniques scale with area, while mass scales

with volume [86]. Therefore, larger animals must have dispro-

portionally large pads or high efficiency per pad to attach.

Indeed, larger species do typically have larger pads and/or

higher adhesive pad efficiency, the largest being geckos [189].

For robots, similar scaling applies. However, by employing

systems to distribute adhesive stress evenly, rotorcraft that

perch with dry adhesives can exceed 0.5 kg [142]. As animals

get larger, they rely increasingly on claws. The effectiveness

of the claw depends on the claw shape (tip radius and structure

diameter) and the strength of the claw material [86,106,190].

Smaller tip radii enable attachment to more surface features.

Once interlocked, the claw is constrained only by its mechan-

ical strength, determined by the shape and material of the

claw [86]. For high rugosity surfaces, such as stone, stucco or

concrete, the number of ‘usable’ asperities per unit area

scales with the inverse of the tip radius [190]. Furthermore,

stress varies with the square of the tip radius [190]. Therefore,

for a given surface, isometrically larger animals will find fewer

usable asperities, and their contact points will bemore prone to

failure, either from claw or surface fracture [86]. This constraint

limits climbing for animals when La=Rs & 1. Still, while

adhesive pads of a certain size have an adhesion limit, big ani-

mals can still climb with large relatively blunt claws on

sufficiently soft or irregular surfaces. For robots, similar

trends again apply.

5.2. Future directions in the field of air– surface
transitions and locomotion

Current research goals in bioinspired robotics and biomecha-

nics have shaped our knowledge in these fields and offer

paths for future crossover (figure 5a). Knowing that animals

can perch almost without failure on a variety of surfaces, bio-

mechanists in the past few decades have been searching for

the principles that determine force production, energy expendi-

ture and efficiency. On the other hand, roboticists can typically

measure these quantities in robots. Therefore, roboticists have

focused on realizing reliability, versatility and robustness

within the constraints of current engineering materials, manu-

facturing, sensing and algorithms. Thus, these fields are

poised to offer complementary insight. In the coming years,

we expect to see more biomechanists use cutting-edge robots

for controlled studies of specific phenomena, especially for

understanding flow fields and surface attachment physics

(figure 5b). We further expect roboticists to look to animals for

design guidance in uncontrolled environments, in particular,

for pitch-up manoeuvres and using claws and adhesive pads

for surface attachment.

Because of the ability in engineering to control variables,

perform rapid repeatable experiments and distill physical

phenomena, many opportunities have arisen for further

studying the biomechanics of landing and surface locomotion

(figure 5b). Large robots will continue to enable measuring

and modelling flow fields around wings [148], claw engage-

ment [106], contact forces during dynamic movements

[123,191] and dynamic take-offs. Similarly, small robots

can improve our understanding of the robustness, spine

and adhesive attachment mechanisms, dynamic movements

and flapping wing take-offs of tiny animals [192]. Despite

these opportunities, studies in neuroscience and muscle

physiology are needed to elucidate how sensorimotor control

enables the musculoskeletal system of animals to outperform

robot sensing, control and actuation.

While robots are specialized to be well suited for specific

tasks, animal evolution offers inspiration to help engineers

design robots for the uncertainty of the natural world. Con-

tinuous rotation actuators, electrical power storage, simple

mechanisms, high-performance materials [193], and simple

high-speed sensor suites have enabled aerial robots to perch

on surface types on which many animals cannot land. Robotic

solutions, although far less versatile, sophisticated, or robust

than those of animals, can take advantage ofmore limited objec-

tives and stronger materials so that very simple solutions work

surprisingly well. As a consequence, bird-sized quadrotors can

function with landing and perching strategies more like those

seen in insects than in birds or mammals. On the other hand,

animals have independently evolved certain commonattributes

as a result of adapting to uncertain conditions in nature. This

evolutionary convergence in locomotive systems suggests that

these strategies are well suited for reliable and versatile loco-

motion in these environments and can serve as a valuable

design guide for engineers (figure 5b). In particular, for larger

robots, there are opportunities in the study of closed loop

pitch-up manoeuvres, claw mechanics, surface locomotion

with airborne phases using jointed limbs, and jumping to

move away from a surface to avoid wing–substrate collision

during take-off. For small robots, we expect designers to

begin to take advantage of the high specific strength with

direct landing approaches as well as the spines and adhesive

pads, jointed limbs for stepping and direct take-offs of insects.

6. Outlook
The fields of bimodal biomechanics and robotics are begin-

ning to take off and could greatly benefit from a concerted

effort. Animals use a wide range of landing and attachment

techniques, though there are many commonalities among

them distinguishable by size and body structure. Robotics

can be an effective tool for dissecting the underlying physi-

cal constraints that have driven the evolution of bimodal

animal locomotion, as well as mechanistically underpin

complex behaviour. Similarly, modern perching aerial
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robots use a variety of aerial manoeuvres in combination

with specific attachment methods that are optimized for

specific engineered landing surfaces. Evolutionarily conver-

gent commonalities among animals can offer key principles

for designing versatile, reliable and robust aerial robots that

can venture reliably into the outside world. These ventures

can be enhanced by concurrent advances in engineering con-

trol systems, high-performance lightweight materials,

mechanism design, and computer-based modelling and

rapid prototyping [28]. This collaboration may yield unprece-

dented capabilities of a new generation of robots that not

only embody the bimodal capacities of animals, but also

harness the fruits of current efforts in machine learning and

artificial intelligence.
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